Intelligent Security for vehicle lots

Sentinel has been specially designed to protect car dealership lots but can also be used to protect other types of vehicle dealerships and for car rental companies.

Key features:
- Instant intrusion and tilt detection
- Protection of cars everywhere on the lot—no dead spots
- No false alarms
- Power loss detection and real-time car battery voltage supervision
- Protection against signal jamming and sabotage
- Easy installation and removal (powered by OBD11)
- Automatic arming
- Sensors and delays fully programmable via RF by our specially designed software
- Full report of car activity
- Car key management capability
- Allows after-hours shoppers to visit the lot without triggering alarms
- Can protect all types of vehicle lots
- Can be used in combination with existing camera systems
Car key management system

The Sentinel software also incorporates a car key management system.

The car key management system can be installed to work with Dallas key fobs or with a digital wireless keyboard to identify the employee that takes out or returns a car key. It also offers the dealer the following benefits:

• Records who has the car keys
• Records the time and reason car keys are out
• Records when the keys are expected to be returned
• Sends out a notification if the keys are not returned on time
• Ensures that keys don’t lay around in the dealership
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3 simple steps

1. **Step #1** - Place the Sentinel mobile module on the driver’s sun visor using the module clip

2. **Step #2** - Connect the power cable to the car’s OBD11 connector

3. **Step #3** – Simply arm the security system using the keypad when exiting the premises